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WHAT YOU WILL NEED ESSENTIAL EQUIPMENT • •



• •



Raspberry Pi o You will need one of these to get started. SD Card o Necessary for the Pi to operate, it is recommended that the SD card is an 8 GB SD Card (If you have a PI B+ you will need a micro SD card). Keyboard & Mouse o Required if you’re controlling the PI directly. Power Supply o Essential if you would like the Pi to turn on. A 5V micro USB power supply is recommended for the pi. It is very important that it outputs at least 5V otherwise the PI may not turn on or behave in a very weird way.



OPTIONAL • •



An Internet Connection o A Wi-Fi adapter or Ethernet cord will be required to connect to the internet. A case for your PI o While not essential it is recommended that you provide some protective.



SETTING YOUR PI UP ASSEMBLY



If you have purchased a case for your Raspberry Pi then this is a good time to assemble the case. Since all cases are different simply assemble according the instructions that hopefully was supplied with the case. Once you have assembled the case you are then ready to plug your Pi in and get it working. INSTALLING NOOBS BOUGHT A NOOBS PREINSTALLED SD CARD?



The easiest and probably the best way to get NOOBS is to simply buy a SD card that already has it pre-installed. You can buy this at most electronic stores that have Raspberry Pis in stock. If you have a preinstalled card please jump straight to First Boot otherwise proceed with the next section. DOWNLOAD



1. You will need to use a computer with an SD card reader. If you’re computer doesn’t have one you’re able to buy these pretty cheap online. 2. You will need to download the NOOBS installer (Offline & network install) at the NOOBS download page it is about 700mb. 3. Once downloaded extract the files from the zip. FORMAT YOUR SD CARD



You will need to format your SD card before you copy the NOOBS files onto it. Follow the steps below to do this: 1. You will need a formatting tool visit the SD Association’s website and download SD Formatter 4.0 for either Windows or Mac. https://www.sdcard.org/downloads/formatter_4/eula_windows/ 2. Follow the instructions to install the formatting software. 3. Insert your SD card into the computer or laptop’s SD card reader and check the drive letter allocated to it, e.g. G:/ 4. In SD Formatter, select the drive letter for your SD card (eg. G:/) and format it.



DRAG AND DROP NOOBS FILES



1. Once the SD card has been formatted, drag all the files in the extracted NOOBS folder and drop them into the SD card drive. 2. All the required files will then be transferred to your SD card. 3. When the transfer has finished, safely remove the SD card and insert it into your Raspberry Pi. FIRST BOOT



1. Make sure that your keyboard, mouse and monitor cables are all plugged in. 2. Now plug in the USB power cable to your Pi and turn the power on. 3. Your Raspberry Pi will now boot, a window will appear with a list of different operating systems that you can install. It is highly recommended you use the default OS called Raspbian, tick the box next to OS you wish to install and click install. 4. The installation process will now begin this may take a while. 5. Once the install process has completed, the Raspberry Pi configuration menu (raspiconfig) will load. 6. In this menu you’re able to set the time and date for your region and enable a Raspberry Pi camera board, or even create users. You can exit this menu by using Tab on your keyboard to move to Finish. LOGGING IN AND ACCESSING THE GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE



The raspberry pi default login for Raspbian is username pi with the password raspberry. Please note that as you type your password noting will be displayed. This is a security within the Linux operating system. To bring up the graphical user interface simply type startx.



PROJECT IDEAS



The projects you’re able to do with a Raspberry Pi are endless and these are just a few you’re able to do. NAS (NETWORK ATTACHED STORAGE)



Turn your PI into a network file hub for your home, this is fantastic if you’re looking to share files with your house mates, family members without having pass a USB around. RETRO GAME EMULATOR



Love retro games? You can turn your Raspberry Pi into a retro game emulator that lets you play all those classics you grew up with. An unlimited amount of fun from such a small computer! SURVEILLANCE CAMERA



Surveillance cameras are pretty expensive and can set you back a fortune but using a Raspberry Pi and a low cost camera you can have a pretty good system setup in no time. MEDIA PLAYER



Have lots of TV Shows, movies and music you would like to play on your TV? Turn your Raspberry Pi into a media player that will allow you to turn your TV into a central hub for all your media needs! WEB SERVER



While you won’t be able to run anything too intensive in terms of websites on this it still makes for a great basic web server where you can build some simple pages up. You can even get some dynamic content going by installing PHP on there.



USEFUL COMMANDS Here are some fundamental and common Linux commands with example usage: Command



What it does File System



ls



This command will list the contents of the current directory of the one you have specified(eg. ls /home/pi) The -l flag can be used to display more information about the contents such as permissions, owner, group, size, date and the timestamp of the last edit. (It will display in a list format).



cd



Simple yet a very important command, this will allow you change directories by simply writing cd /home/pi or if you just want to enter a folder that in your current directory cd /directory



pwd



This command simply outputs the name of the current directory. eg /home/pi



mkdir



This command will create a new directory where ever you specify. mkdir newdir would make a new directory in the current directory while mkdir /home/newdir would make a new directory in the home folder.



rmdir



Remove empty directories, e.g. rmdir oldDir will remove the directory oldDir only if it is empty.



rm



Removes the specified file (Alternatively you can use –r to recursively remove from a directory.)



cp



Produces a copy of a file and places it in a specified location. You can use –r to recursively copy the contents of directories.



mv



Moves a file and places it at the specified location. You can use –r to recursively copy the contents of directories. (Similar to cp but moves a file rather than copies the file)



Touch



Either sets the last modified time stamp of the specified file(s) or creates it if it doesn’t exist.



cat



Lists the contents of files, e.g thisFile will display the contents of thisFile. You can also use this to display the contents of multiple files. E.g cat *.txt will list the contents of all txt files in the current directory.



head tail



Displays the beginning of a file, can be used with –n to specify the number of lines to show. (Default is 10) Displays the end of a file, can be used with –n to specify the number of lines to show. (Default is 10)



chmod



Normally used to alter the permissions for a file. The chmod command can use symbols u (user that owns the file), g (the files group) , o (other users) and the permissions r (read), w (write) and x (execute). Using chmod u+x *filename* will add execute permission for the owner of the file.



chown



Changes the user and/or group that owns a file. It normally needs to be run as root using sudo e.g. sudo chown pi:root *filename* will change the owner to pi and the group to root.



ssh



Secure shell. Connect to another computer using an encrypted network connection. For more details see SSH (secure shell)



scp



Copies a file from one computer to another using ssh. For more details see SCP (secure copy)



sudo



Run a command as a superuser, or another user. Use sudo -s for a superuser shell. For more details see Root user / sudo



dd



Copies a file converting the file as specified. It is often used to copy an entire disk to a single file or back again eg. dd if=/dev/sdd of=backup.img will create a backup image from an SD card or USB disk drive at /dev/sdd. Make sure to use the correct drive when copying an image to the SD card as it can overwrite the entire disk.



df



Display the disk space available and used on the mounted filesystems. Use df -h to see the output in a human readable format using M for MBs rather than showing number of bytes.



unzip tar



Extracts the files from a compressed zip file. Store or extract files from a tape archive file. It can also reduce the space required by compressing the file similar to a zip file. To create a compressed file use tar -cvzf *filename.tar.gz* *directory/* To extract the contents of a file use tar -xvzf *filename.tar.gz*



pipes



A pipe allows the output from one command to be used as the input for another command. The pipe symbol is a vertical line |. For example to only show the first 10 entries of the ls command it can be piped through the head command ls | head



tree



Show a directory and all subdirectories and files indented as a tree structure. Run a command in the background freeing up the shell for future commands.



Wget



Download a file from the web directly to the computer e.g. wget http://example.com/file.txt will download this file to your computer as commands.md



curl



Download or upload a file to/from a server. By default it will output the file contents of the file to the screen



man



Show the manual page for a file. To find out more run man man to view the manual page of the man command. Searching



grep



Search inside files for certain search patterns e.g. grep "search" *.txt will look in all the files in the current directory ending with .txt for the string search. Supports regular expressions which allows special letter combinations to be included in the search.



awk



Programming language useful for searching and manipulating text files.



find



Searches a directory and subdirectories for files matching certain patterns.



whereis



Finds the location or a command. Looks through standard program locations until it finds the requested command. Networking



ping



Utility usually used to check if communication can be made with another host. Can be used with default settings by just specifying a hostname (e.g. ping raspberrypi.org) or an IP address (e.g. ping 8.8.8.8). Can specify the number of packets to send with the -c flag.



nmap



Network exploration and scanning tool. Can return port and OS information about a host or a range of hosts. Running just nmap will display the options available as well as example usage.



hostname



Displays the current hostname of the system. A privileged (super) user can set the hostname to a new one by supplying it as an argument (e.g. hostname new-host).



ifconfig



Displays the network configuration details for the interfaces on the current system when run without any arguments (i.e. ifconfig). By supplying the command with the name of an interface (e.g. eth0 or lo) you can then alter the configuration (check the man-page for more details).
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